
SYE: Games Final Paper

Element 3 - Exemplary 2 - Fair 1 - Needs Work 0 - Unacceptable Score Weight Total

Abstract

Clearly states topic
to be discussed; sum-
marizes main results;
gives good idea what
to expect from the
paper

States topic; insuffi-
cient summary; some
idea what to expect
from paper

Topic not stated or
main points not sum-
marized; can’t tell
what paper is about
from abstract

1x

Introduction

Provides background
research into the topic;
summarizes important
findings; justifies the
study; explains the
significance of the
problem to an au-
dience of peer math
majors who haven’t
taken a course in the
topic; makes the topic
seem interesting

Provides background
research into the
topic; describes the
problem to be solved;
at least attempts to
explain significance to
appropriate audience

Provides background
research into the topic
but does not describe
the problem to be
solved; insufficient
or nonexistent expla-
nation of details to
non-specialists

No background pre-
sented and/or little to
no summary

2x

Content

Provides a good
overview of the topic;
hits all of the most
important points; pro-
vides good intuition;
provides clear value
beyond what could
easily have been gath-
ered from reading a
single source; provides
strong motivation for
mathematics presented

Provides decent
overview; hits most of
the important topics;
provides good intu-
ition; provides some
value beyond what
could easily have been
gathered from reading
a single source; pro-
vides some motivation
for the math

Provides mediocre or
poor overview; pro-
vides little intuition;
does not provide much
value beyond what
could easily have been
gathered from reading
a single other source

Provides little to no
overview; provides
little to no intuition;
provides no extra
value beyond what
could easily have been
gathered from a single
other source

3x



Element 3 - Exemplary 2 - Fair 1 - Needs Work 0 - Unacceptable Score Weight Total

Organization

Structure of paper
clear and logical;
paragraphs coherent;
sections and para-
graphs connected
with highly effective
transitions

Structure of paper gen-
erally clear and logi-
cal; paragraphs gener-
ally coherent; sections
and paragraphs usu-
ally connected with ad-
equate transitions

Structure of paper
shows some sense of
organization; para-
graphs periodically
coherent; some transi-
tions

Structure of paper
unclear or nonexistent;
paragraphs unstruc-
tured; connections
between ideas lacking

2x

Audience

Paper written at a
level appropriate for an
audience of peer math
majors

Paper mostly appro-
priate for peers; occa-
sional lapses

Some (but not most)
parts of the paper writ-
ten at a level appro-
priate for peers but
the paper would either
be mostly too high/low
level for peers

Paper generally writ-
ten at a level inappro-
priate for peers

2x

Math

Completely correct
presentation of mathe-
matics at a sufficiently
advanced level; the-
orems accompanied
by correct proofs;
excellent choices of
examples

Mostly correct math at
a sufficiently advanced
level; appropriate ex-
amples; most theo-
rems accompanied by
mostly correct proofs

Generally correct
math; few examples;
some (but not most)
theorems accompanied
by mostly correct
proofs

Incorrect math pre-
sented; no/very few ex-
amples; no/very few
theorems accompanied
by proofs

3x

Language

Uses mathematical
language correctly and
effectively; perfect
grammar and spelling

Mostly good use
of mathematical
language; few gram-
matical/spelling errors

Significant problems
with the use of math-
ematical language,
grammar, and/or
spelling

Serious issues with
mathematical lan-
guage, grammar,
spelling

2x



Element 3 - Exemplary 2 - Fair 1 - Needs Work 0 - Unacceptable Score Weight Total

Conclusion

Summarizes re-
sults & motiva-
tion well; presents
clear recommenda-
tions/implications for
future research

Some summary of re-
sults; some summary
of motivation; no di-
rections for future re-
search

Limited summary; no
directions for future re-
search

No summary or di-
rections for future re-
search

1x

Citations

All in-line citations
exist where necessary;
bibliography section
contains all sources
used in consistent style

Missing some in-line
citations; bibliogra-
phy section contains
all sources used in
consistent style

Missing most or all
in-line citations; some
sources missing from
or improperly cited in
bibliography

Serious issues with ci-
tations and bibliogra-
phy

1x

Timeliness Paper submitted on
time

Paper submitted
within 72 hours of
deadline

Paper not submitted
within 72 hours of
deadline

1x

Paper total /50

Draft 1 score (Due 3/30) 1x

Draft 2 score (Due 4/27) 1x

Drafts total /100

Final paper score (Due 4/12) /50

Here’s how I’ll compute your total score for the final project. Let D=Drafts total, let P=Presentation grade (as a percentage), and let F=Final paper grade
(as a percentage). Then

Final project grade =
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